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Customer Feedback April 2016  
- What customers told us about how we work and living our values: 

Q. How would you rate the following aspects of our customer service?  

You rated us 100% EXCELLENT on EVERY ASPECT OF OUR  
CUSTOMER SERVICE: 

 How well we maintained a positive working relationship with you  

 How well we managed our contract with you 

 How well we project managed the process of sending out, receiving and 
analysing patient surveys on your behalf  

 How well we kept you informed about progress throughout the survey process  

 How responsive we were to your questions and queries  

 Our technical knowledge and expertise 

 The quality of advice and guidance we gave you  

 Our overall customer service to you   

Q. Did we demonstrate our values when working with you? 

100% said that YES we do demonstrate our values: 

 Expertise and quality  

 Personalised and responsive customer service  

 Value for money   

Q. How likely are you to recommend our services to other healthcare providers? 

100% said they were LIKELY or EXTREMELY LIKELY to recommend us to others. 

Over our many years of working with Patient Perspective we 
can honestly say they have been a pleasure to work with. 

They are not only efficient and professional but very willing 
to work around any bespoke requirements we might need. 
We have been always very impressed with the service they 

have given us, along with the excellent value of money their 
service provides.  

Good people to work with, you always 
deliver.  

Approachable staff / quick response 
to queries, reminders to ensure we 

meet timescales. Listens to 
suggestions and provides bespoke 

feedback when needed. 

We always receive quick and positive 
responses to any queries we have. 

Personal , friendly 
service, willingness to 

help with queries 

A very responsive service. We 
know that we can rely on PP 
when we have any queries or 

need support with the national 
survey. 

PP provide a strong reliable 
competitive service.  

We have worked with Patient Perspective 
since 2007/8 and we have had a very 

personalised, efficient and professional 
service throughout. We would find it hard to 

pin point an area of improvement. 
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Customer Feedback April 2016  
- What customers told us about our reporting: 

Clear and easy to read. They mirror the CQC national 
benchmark reports so data layout is familiar to us. The 
headline report can be very useful to give us the early 
heads up of what we has improved and what has not. 

The headline report is helpful in 
enabling presentation to staff 

groups and preparation for our 
Board report. 

Clear / concise, easy to pick up 
key points. Presentation style. 

They have a very 
professional look and so 
present well to the trust 

board, etc. 

Ease of understanding 
and key areas identified. 

Really helpful. Patient 
comments always 

illuminating. 

The charts are great - it's useful to see 
trends of data as well as the monthly 

results. 

Provide more information on how to interpret 
and use your survey results. 

Provide training and workshops in Quality 
Improvement techniques. 

Launch our new online reports system so your  
results are available in many formats 24/7. 

In response to your 
feedback we will… 

The statistical analysis very broad for a 
large organisation like ours to target 

specific areas. 


